Data is your #1 asset. That’s why modern data infrastructure is a necessity.

Forrester’s study of IT leaders reveals how to turn today’s flood of data into insights, action and 20% or higher\*(KPIs). Be a data capital leader: Improve your data capital maturity, start using your data smartly and see real results. Choose industry-leading storage and data protection solutions from Dell EMC.

1. Bring the data capital discussion to the C-suite.

Forrester explains that data has become a strategic business asset driving differentiation and competitive advantage. Surveyed leaders show that investments in data capital deliver significant improvements — over 20% — in key performance metrics.* Modern data storage, protection and management are the tools to achieve that end.

2. Cultivate an insights-driven culture with leadership and training.

Appoint leadership to cultivate an understanding of data’s value and the importance of using it, which requires investments in people (hiring, developing skills sets, establishing centers of excellence) and the technologies that enable them. At more mature companies, chief data and analytics officers head centers of excellence.

3. Simplify your vendor and infrastructure technology ecosystem.

Even mature companies indicate challenges with the number of vendors and disparate systems, and the skills needed to implement them. To enable infrastructure modernization, it’s optimal to first evaluate the benefits of solutions from a single or limited number of data infrastructure vendors.


Managing messy, siloed data sets plagues many companies. 37%* of all organizations report their infrastructure limits their data access. Modern data storage, protection and management solutions help. To lessen large capital investments, institute regular refresh cycles to keep IT updated, and explore flexible financing and consumption models.

5. Secure and protect assets to ensure trust, actions and outcomes.

Data and its derived insights are valuable only when they drive smarter actions and deliver outcomes — all of which require trust in the data’s accuracy and integrity. To avoid the "garbage in, garbage out" scenario and to optimally protect your data capital, be vigilant about keeping data security top of mind.

Forrester studied 500+ companies in an effort to help IT decision makers understand their data capital maturity and how to fully harness the value of their data capital. Boost your performance metrics with Forrester’s recommendations:

* Based on Forrester: Harnessing Your Data Capital to Drive Business Success, commissioned by Dell EMC, March 2019. Results are based on a survey of 516 IT decision makers worldwide. Actual results will vary.
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Read the full Forrester study.